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ABSTRACT. - This paper has two goals: firstly to study the maximal degenerate series representations 
f ITS,, , /I E C, v = 0.1 of SL( 7~. R) and, secondly, to decompose the tensor products ?r;f,, @ n,~,, , 14 E R, v = 0.1 
(or canonical representations) into irreducible representations. These tensor products have an invariant Hermitian 
form, which is closely connected with the Berezin form, considered in an earlier paper. We determine the 
decomposition of the tensor products with respect to this Hermitian fomn. Generally speaking, this form is not 
positive-definite. Though one can consider all concepts in the framework of para-Hermitian symmetric spaces, 
explicit results are only known so far for the rank one spaces, considered in this paper. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Keywords and Phrases: Tensor products of representations, decomposition into irreducible components, Berezin 
form, maximal degenerate representations. 
The study of quantization on para-Hermitian symmetric spaces is one of the most 
interesting and important problems of harmonic analysis on homogeneous spaces (for 
the definition and geometry of para-Hermitian spaces, see, for example, [lo], [20]). The 
paper [15] initiated investigations in this field. A general scheme of quantization (in the 
spirit of Berezin) for para-Hermitian symmetric spaces was worked out in 1171. A detailed 
study of the rank one case was undertaken in the preceding paper of the authors [7]. One 
of the main results of [7] consists of the decomposition of the Berezin form into irreducible 
representations for the space G/H where G = SL(n.R), H = GL(n - 1, W). 
Quantization on para-Hermitian symmetric spaces G/H is closely connected with tensor 
products of representations induced by maximal parabolic subgroups P* associated with 
G/H (or maximal degenerate series representations). These tensor products are analogues 
of so-called canonical representations which were introduced for Hermitian spaces G/K 
in [21], [2-4]. Later some variants of canonical representations appeared for other spaces 
as well, see, for example [5], [6], [12], 1133, 1161, [17]. In the present paper, which is 
a continuation of and leans on our paper [7], we study tensor products for the same 
spaces SL(n, W)/GL(n - 1: R) as in [7]. We follow the scheme of [12] where the case 
n = 2 was considered. 
Thus this paper has two goals: firstly, to study the maximal degenerate series 
representations 7rz,, , @ E C, u = 0, 1, themselves, and, secondly, to decompose the 
tensor products K:,, @I 7r;,“, p E R, v = 0,l (or canonical representations) into irreducible 
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representations. These tensor products have an invariant Hermitian form, which is closely 
connected with the Berezin form considered in [7]. We :are interested in the decomposition 
of the tensor products with respect to this Hermitian form. 
As was stated in the introduction to [7], the indefinite case differs basically from the 
unitary case. In the indefinite case new phenomena appear. Indeed, we discovered that 
the Schwartz space DD,(S x S) where the tensor product initially acts according to its 
definition, needs some “completion” to contain an orth’ogonal decomposition with respect 
to the Hermitian form. If we take p in the interval (-9 + Ic, + + Ic), Ic # 0, then 
this completion includes Ilc] irreducible subspaces in addition to the case lc = 0. For Ic > 0 
these spaces consist of distributions concentrated at the boundary I’ of G/H. We showed 
that these additional representations are diagonalizable, i.e. are the direct sum of irreducible 
representations. The proof of this fact turned out to ble difficult. 
We believe that the idea of the Poisson projection, which we applied here, will be useful 
in future research, for example in the study of several kinds of asymptotics. 
The appearance of representations acting on distributions concentrated on manifolds of 
lower dimension is one of the most intriguing phenom.ena in harmonic analysis. It seems 
to occur for the first time in [21]. Next it was discussed in [12], [14], [18], [19]. 
1. Maximal degenerate series representations of SL(n, R) 
In this paragraph we introduce the maximal degenerate representations of the group 
G = SL(n, R), n 2 3, and study questions of irreducibilty, equivalence and unitarity. Any 
element g E G can be written as a block matrix: 
Q P 
g= y s ( > 
according to the partition n = (n - 1) + 1 of n (so that 6 is a number). Let P* denote 
the two standard maximal parabolic subgroups of G corresponding to this partition. They 
consist of upper and lower block triangular matrices respectively: 
(1.1) p+: ; ; ) P-z 1; ; . 
( > ( > 
For p E C, Y = 0, 1, let us denote by W’ the chara,cter of R*: 
P” = It)‘“sgrYt, t E W, t # 0. 
Define the character We,, of P* by the formula: 
where p E P+ has one of the forms (1.1). Consider the representations rf, of G induced 
from PF: 
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Let us describe these representations in “the compact picture”. Let K be the group SO(n), 
a maximal compact subgroup of G. One has the following decompositions: 
G = P+K = P-K. 
(Iwasawa type decompositions). For the corresponding decompositions g = pk of an 
element g E G the factors p and Ic are defined up to a factor in the subgroup 
L = KnP+ = KnP- : pk = plkl with pl I= pl, kl = E-lk, 1 E L. The 
subgroup L is S(O(n - 1) x O(l)), which is isomorphic to O(n - 1). 
By the subscript e we shall denote the connected component of a Lie group containing 
the identity element. 
The group L, consists of block matrices: 
I= ; ; ) 
c > 
a E SO(n -- 1). 
The coset spaces G/P* can be identified with the coset space K/L which is the 
Grassmannian manifold G,,i = SO(n)/S(O(n - 1) x O(1)). Similarly, the coset spaces 
G/P: can be identified with the coset space K/L, which can be realized as the unit 
sphere S in R”. The space S = K/L, is a twofold covering of K/L, the projection glues 
together the two points s and -s of S. 
We let G act on R” from the right: 1(: H zg, z E R”, g E G. In accordance with this we 
write vectors in R” in row form. For 2, y E W”, let us denote 
(5, y) = ZlYl + . . . + Glyn, 1x1 := Jo. 
Let ci be the standard basis of R” : ei = (0, . . . ,O, l,O, . . . , 0) with 1 on the i-th place. 
The unit sphere S mentioned above is defined by the equation IsI = 1. The Euclidean 
measure ds on S is given by the formula 
(1.2) 
ds = dsl . . . 7, . . . ds,, 
s3 
where the differential with the hat-sign has to be omittedl; for different j these expressions 
give the same measure. The volume of the sphere S is equal to 
The group K acts on S by translations: s H sk, the measure ds is K-invariant. The 
group G acts on S as follows: 
for K it is the action from above. The actions s ++ s . g and s w s. g/-l (the prime denotes 
matrix transposition) give respectively the identifications S N G/P: and S N G/P,- 
mentioned above. Indeed, the stabilizers of the point e, are precisely P,S and Pee, 
respectively. 
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For a manifold M, let 27(M) denote the space of compactly supported complex- 
valued C”-functions endowed with the Schwartz topology. If M is compact, then 
D(M) = C”(M). 
Denote by DV(S) the subspace of D(S) consisting of functions cp of parity V: 
p(--s) = (-l)“(p(s). 
The representation r;,” of G can be realized on DV(S) by the formula 
(1.4) ~,,Mcp(4 = 4s .g) IWK 
as well as 9~:,,: 
(1.5) 
The representation ?r,tV is continuous [l] Ch.8, $2.1, in the sense that the function nz,,(g)cp 
from G x 23” (5’) into D,(S) is continuous, and indefinitely differentiable, i.e. for each 
cp E DV( S) the function $, (g)cp from G to D,(S) is of class C”. 
Let (cp, $J) be the inner product of L2(S): 
(1.6) 
The measure ds is transformed by g E G as follows: 
(1.7) dtki = Isgl-” ds, s” = s . g, 
It implies that the Hermitian form (1.6) is invariant with respect to the pairs (‘rr,,, 
- 
(1.8) 
Therefore, if p = -p-n, i.e. Re p = -t, then the representations n,tV are unitarizable, the 
inner product is (1.6). Their unitary completions (which we denote by the same symbols) 
form the two continuous series of unitary representations. 
Now we want to study for n;, the following questions: irreducibility, composition 
series, intertwining operators, unitarity. 
If a symbol denotes a differentiable representation of a Lie group then we preserve 
this symbol for the corresponding representations of its Lie algebra and its universal 
enveloping algebra. 
Let us denote N = (0, 1,2,. . .} and N, = {I E nl]l 5 v (mod2)). 
First we will consider K-types of K:,,. The restriction to K of both nt,, and r;,” is 
the representation R, of K by rotations on V,(S): 
%(k)cp(s) = (P(s~)- 
The representation R of K by rotations on D(S) is unitarizable with respect to the inner 
product (1.5). It is well-known [22] that R decomposes into the direct sum of pairwise 
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inequivalent irreducible representations ,ol on spaces Hl, 1 E N. The space Iii consists of 
the restrictions to S of harmonic homogeneous polynomials on W” of degree 1. A spherical 
function in II! with respect to L, is 
C;‘(U) being the Gegenbauer polynomial [8]. The representation R, is the sum of the 
Pl, 1 E NV. 
The centralizer of L, in the Lie algebra g of G is spanned by the matrix 
Z0 = diag{-i ,..., -;, 5}. 
Since G is generated by K and the subgroup {exp t.Za}, in order to study the irreducibility 
of 7r;, , we have to know how the latter subgroup transforms the spaces Hl. For that it 
suffices to observe how the Lie operator 7rP v *, (20) acts on the spherical functions $1. 
On functions ‘p depending only on s,, i.e. cp(s) = cp(.s,), this operator gives rise to the 
ordinary differential operator F,!Z, where C,, is defined by: 
C,p(u) = U(l- U2)$) + p u -- - v(u). ( 2 A) 
Applying it to $1 (u) we obtain: 
(1.9) c, $1 = a+(CL, eh+z + Ql(& Wl + a.-(cl, WJl-2, 
where 
(1.10) a (p 1) = (I + n - 2)(Z + n - 1) (p _ 1) + > (al + 11 - 2)(2Z + n) ’ 
%dfi> 9 = 
j(n - 2)(l+ 72 - 2) 
n(21+ n)(2l+ n - 4) 
(2p + n) 
’ 
Z(1 - 1) 
a-CL6 I) = (2Z + n - 2)(2Z + n - 4) 
(p t- n - 2 + I). 
Formula (1.9) is proved by means of the following formulae: 
which follow from some formulae for the Gegenbauer polynomials. 
The following two linear functions of 1 appearing in (1.10) and (1.11) play a crucial role: 
P2(jl; 1) = p + n - 2 + 1. 
THEOREM 1.1. - The representations 7rz,, of G are irreducible except the following cases: 
(1.12) a) p E Z, p 2 0, v s p (mod2), 
(1.13) b) PEZ, @<2-n, vzp+n(m’od2). 
In case a) there is one invariant Cfinite-dimensional) subspace EP which is the sum of 
the Ht with Z E N, fl {/?I (p; Z) 2 0}, both EP and the factor space gP = D, (S)/E, are 
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irreducible. In case b) the situation is dual: there is one invariant (infinite-dimensional} 
subspace E, which is the sum of the Ht with 1 E k, fl {&(u; 1) 2 0}, the factor space 
Efi = IDV(S) is finite dimensional, both E, and fip are irreducible. 
The theorem can be obtained immediately from (1.9). 
For the reducible case, lekrz.” denote the restriction of rr;, to Eti and i$ the factor 
representation of rz,, on Ep. 
Now we want to find (nonzero) continuous linemar operators A : DV(S) + DVI (S) 
intertwining the representations n:,, and 7r:1 rV1 (th,e signs f are taken in an arbitrary 
combination), i.e. 
THEOREM 1.2. - A (nonzero) intertwining operator as above exists (except the trivial 
case of a scalar operator which intertwines any representation T:,, with itself) only for the 
pairs (r;l+, TI~-~,~ ) and (T;,“, T?~,_,,,,). Such an operator is unique up to a factor. For 
the reducible case (see (1.12) and (1.13)) this operator vanishes on ELL and gives rise an 
isomorphism of FL onto E-,-,. Moreover, there exists a, up to a factor, unique operator 
EP - + E-,-, which intertwines $~” and ji?,l-n. 
Proof. - Restricting to K we obtain AR,(k) = R,, (k)A, k E K. Since R. and RI 
are inequivalent, we have ~1 = V. Since R, is multiplicity free, we obtain that each 
Ht, 1 E N,, is an eigenspace of A with eigenvalue, say, al. These numbers depend on 
f, CL, ~i, V. They should satisfy the system of equations: 
(1.15) (CL - b+z = k(p1 - I)&, 
(1.16) (2P + n>f& = f(21.11 + n)u1, 
(1.17) (P + n - 2 + qa1-2 = f(p1 + n, - 2 + I)@, 
where the upper or lower signs are taken according to whether the signs f in both sides 
of (1.14) coincide or not. In the first case equation (1.16) implies ~1 = p, hence by (1.15), 
(1.17) all al coincide, so that A is the scalar operator: .4 = aE. In the second case equation 
(1.16) gives ,LL~ = -,LL -n, and both (1.15), (1.17) yield the equation: 
(1.18) (P - OQ+z = (p + n -. Z)Q. 
For the irreducible case, i.e. for all p, v except (1. I:!), (1.13) equation (1.18) has a, up 
to a factor, unique solution: 
(1.19) 
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If ,u, v satisfy (1.12), then equation (1.18) has a, up to a factor, unique solution on each 
of the two sets: N, and N, n {Pi&; Z) > 0). On the first one it is 
(-l)l+~~~(fi;z) r(1 + $s(,l; I)) 
a = q-g&E)) r-(1 + ;p&u; iT-g %+*. 
On the second one it is (1.19). 
Similarly, if II, v satisfy (1.13), then (1.18) has a, up to a factor, unique solution on 
each of the two sets: N, and N, fl {ps(p; I) 2 O}. On the first one it is (1.20), on the 
second one it is 
al = q-$%(cL; 2 - P - n>) r(l+ $MK q (-l)gPz(fL;l) u2-~--n 
w~~l(~~ 1)) 
We observe, that for the cases (1.12) and (1.13) the solutions on N, vanish on 
N, n {pi&; I) 2 0) and N, II {,0*(~; I) 2 0) respectively. 
The formulae obtained for the solutions of (1.18) show that when the solution is defined 
on a unbounded set it is of polynomial growth at infinity: 
al - con&. Z’“+z (1 -+ cm). 
This implies that the operator A having al as its eigenvalues on Hl is continuous in the 
topology of ;D(S). This fact is proved in a similar way as in [l I]. 0 
Let us produce the intertwining operator in integral form. Define the operator A,,, on 
D(S) by the formula: 
A,,,+) = 
s 
(s, t)-‘“-“+p(:t) dt. 
s 
This integral converges absolutely for Rep < 1 - n and can be extended analytically on 
the whole ,B plane to a meromorphic function. Clearly, it vanishes on functions of parity 
1 - v and preserves ;DV(S), so we can consider it only on the latter space. It is easily 
checked, applying (1.7), that A,,, is an intertwining operator: 
(1.22) A .,v~;,(s) = ~~~-_,,,b)Ap,v, g E G; 
(one has to take either the upper signs or the lower signs). For the eigenvalues al (cl, V) 
of A,,, on Hl, Z E N, we have an explicit expression: 
(1.23) /J,l (p, v) = 2f‘+n+1TTr4 r+ - 12 + 1) r(y) r(L-n2/L-l)’ 
This formula is proved in the following way. We start from: 
A,w4z(4 = W(P, .+,W). 
Taking here s = e,, we obtain for al (p, V) the integral expression: 






= 212,-1 UP-“$Q(u)( 1 -- u’) 9 du. 
0 
The last integral is computed with the help of [9] 7.31 l(2). 
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The composition A-P-7L,VAP,V intertwines r:, with itself. By Theorem 1.2, it is a 
scalar operator: 
(1.24) A-P-,,,AP,, = 2-E. 
46 v) 
It will be more convenient for us in the sequel to write here the factor in front of E as a 
fraction. From (1.23) we obtain an explicit expression for this factor: 
(1.25) -!- = 2”+17rr”-21?(-~-n+1)~(~+l) 
c (Pw, u> 
[cos(~+;)~-cos(v+;)*]. 
We observe that c (CL, V) is a meromorphic function of p, and satisfies the relation 
(1.26) c (p, v) = c (-p - 71, Y). 
The operator A,,, interacts with the form (1.6) as follows: 
A Hermitian form F(cp, $) on DV(S) is said to be invariant with respect to the pair 
(r:“Y qL ) (the signs f are talc en in an arbitrary combination) if 
THEOREM 1.3. - An invariant Hermitian form F (cp, 4) as above exists only for the 
following pairs: 
4 CT& ~+ll-nlv ) and (.rr;,,,, ~1~~~ ,), in this case the form F is (1.6) up to a real factor; 
b) CT;,,, .rr,,) and (~,c,,,~;,,,) .b P real; in this case the form F (cp, q!~) is 
b b> ~1 P&P, $1 w h ere b (n, V) is an entire function of p cancelling the poles of A,,,. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.4. - The representations r:,, and their subfactors are unitarizable only for 
Re ,U = -f, the inner product is (1.6). 
These unitarizable representations are mentioned earlier and form the continuous series 
and are irreducible. 
2. Tensor products 
Consider the tensor product 
with p E Iw, v = 0, 1, of representations of G considered in Section 1. It is more convenient 
for us to deal with (2.1) instead of 7r$,, 18 7r,& because for (2.1) the accompanying 
G-invariant form is precisely the Berezin form of [7]. We shall restrict ourselves to generic 
p: 2~ 4 Z. We shall assume this throughout the paper. Let us denote by 4, k E Z, the 
interval =p+IL.<p<=y+lL 
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The representation R,,, acts on the space D,,(S x 5’) by the formula: 
(R,,,(Y)(P)(W) = 4~. g,w . g’? (14 . Iv-ll)-p--n, 
g E G, see (1.4), (1.5), (1.3). Recall [7] that DD,( S x S) ‘denotes the space of C”-functions 
on S x S of parity (v, v), i.e. parity v on each argument. 
Let b be the operator which assigns to a continuous function on S x S its restriction to 
the G-orbit r c S x S (recall that r is defined by (u,71) = 0, S#S = (S x S)\I’): 
(2.2) q+bcp=cplr. 
This operator intertwines R,., and TppbrL,” (for the latter, see [7], Section 5): 
(2.3) b 0 R,,,(g) = T--Iwn,u(g) 0 b, g E G. 
With respect to the L2 inner product 
(2.4) 
with & as in (1.2), we have by (1.8): 
The similar Hermitian form for functions on I? will be provided with the subscript I’: 
where the measure clw(s,t) is as in [7], (5.8). 
Let us construct the “tensor square” QP,y of the operator ApL;V, see (1.21). It acts on 
D,(S x S) by the formula: 
(2.5) (Q,,,cp)(u, u) = S,,,((TL, t) (s, u))-“-““‘p(s, t) dsdt. 
It intertwines R-,l--n,v and R,,, (see (1.22)): 
(2.6) Rw(d Q,w = Q,vR-,I-n,v(.d: g E G, 
and is symmetric with respect to the form (2.4): 
(2.7) (Q,wh 'PI = ($1 Q,~(I+ 
By (1.24) we have 
For the explicit expression of c(pL, V) , see (1.25) and (1.26). 
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Let us introduce the following Hermitian form on D,(S x S): 
(2.9) %&A ‘p) = ;c(P> ~1) (Q-p-n,& ‘p) 
(2.10) = ic(p, zl) 
.I’ 
((u, t)(s, W))~~” 7)(7L> w) p(s, t) dzcdwdsdt. 
This form is G-invariant for R,-, (see Theorem 1.3). By (2.8) we have the following 
symmetry relation for acL,“: 
Let Di(S x S) denote the space of distributions on S x S of parity (Y, v). We extend 
both R,,, and QIL,” to this space, as we already did. in [7], Section 5, by means of (2.4) 
and (2.7). Then also the form 8/,+, can be extended from D,,(S x S) to a wider set, in 
particular to some distributions: the right-hand side of (2.9) has to be interpreted as the 
value of the distribution Q-l,--n.V~ at the function (,o. Let us denote by R,,, the domain 
of the quadratic form Z?/,,,((p, cp). 
Let us consider on S x S the function 
(2.12) P = (vu) 
and the operator Y which multiplies functions on S x S with this function: 
(2.13) y(P=pcp. 
Under the transformation (u, V) --+ (u . g, v . g’-’ ), this function transforms as follows: 
(u . g, II . g’-1) = (u, w) (lug1 . )wg’-y. 
Therefore the operator Y intertwines R,+ and R,,-I,~-~: 
pR,,,,(g) cp = R,-1,4d (PCP), g E G. 
Notice that the operators Q,&,” and Y o QP+r,v+l o Y, although they intertwine the same 
representations R-@-,,, and Rll,+, are not at all equal, even up to a factor. It is interesting 
to compare this fact with Lemma 5.2. 
Let us consider the space X = G/H, G = SL(n., W), H = GL(n - 1, R), which was 
studied in [7], and let Z,,, be the transform from DP (S#S) to D(X) defined by the formula 
(2.14) f(x) = (Z&p)(z) = cp(q w) Pb+n.v! 
where a point .7: E X and a point (‘II? V) E S#S are linked by [7] (1.19): 5 = (v’u)/p. This 
transform carries the restriction of R,,, to D,(S#S) into the representation U on ‘D(X) 
by right translations, see [7] (1.14). The form B,A,, becomes the Berezin form [7] (8.9): 
&L,Vh!cp2) = qwol:f2), 
and this is the reason why we use the same symbol for our form. As to the relation 
between the measures: see [7] (1.20), (1.21). 
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The L2-inner product [7] (1.13) corresponds under I,,, to the following inner product 
of functions on S x S of parity (v, Y): 
(2.15) 
Let Lz,,(S x S) denote the corresponding Hilbert slpace, obtained as the completion 
of DD,(S#S). For b > ?$, it contains D,(S x S) as a dense subset, and for 
-72-l 
P>z- k, k = 0, 1,2,. . ., it contains, as a dense subset, the subspace of V,(S x S) 
consisting of functions cp satisfying the conditions: 
(2.16) 
dk- 1 
& = 0, g- $o(r = 0, *. . , -- apk-l dr = OS 
The representation R P,V preserves the inner product (2.15) and therefore can be extended 
to a unitary representation on the Hilbert space LE,,(S x S). Of course, it is the same 
one as the unitary representation U (the quasiregular representation) on L2(X). About the 
decomposition of U, see references in [7]. Now our goal is to decompose the representation 
R,,, acting on DD,(S x S) from the point of view of the Hermitian form B,,,. 
3. Some function and distribution spaces 
Let us introduce “polar coordinates” on S x S corresponding to the foliation of 
S x S into K-orbits. Recall that the group K = SO(n) acts on S x S diagonally: 
(u, v) --+ (u,v) k = (u/c, vk), k E K. 
We start with a description of the K-orbits. They are level surfaces of the function p, 
see (2.12). For -1 < p < 1 the K-orbits are diffeomorphic to I? (the regular K-orbits), 
and for p = *l the K-orbits are diffeomorphic to S (the two singular orbits (e,, e,) K 
and (el, -el) K). 
Consider the circle on S x S consisting of the points ya = (u,, v,) with U, = 
(sina,O ,..., O,cosa),‘u, = (-sina,O ,... ,O, cosc~). Each K-orbit meets this circle. 
For y= we have p = cos 2a. 
The map [-1, 1) x K --+ S x S defined by 
where p = cos 2a, 0 5 cy < 7r/2, gives a diffeomorphkm of the set (-1,1) x r onto the 
union of regular K-orbits. Thus we have obtained coordinates p, (s, t) on S x S, where 
p E [-1) I], (s, t) E r. The manifold r itself is embedded into S x S as the K-orbit p = 0. 
In these coordinates the measure dudv on S x S is: 
dudv = (1 -p”)*dpdu(s,t). 
For k E N, Y = 0, 1, let Aik’ denote the space of distributions in DL (S x S) concentrated 
at l? of the form 
(3.1) Ll(% t) WP) 
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where 9 E D+k(r). Recall ([7], Section 5) that DV(I’) denotes the space of C”-functions 
on r of parity (11, 11). So the value of (3.1) at cp E ;D,,(S x S) is equal to 
(-1)“’ . . i 1‘ d.9, t) 
g-{p(p(s;t))(l -p2)q=OdW(S,t). 
In particular, for k: = 0: 
(3.2) (9 n(P), P) = (9, ‘Plrh = (9, b>r 
Let xi;“’ = A!;“’ + A?’ + . . + Ai;“‘. The representation R,.,, acts on the union Uli Aik’ 
preserving the natural filtration At”’ = CL” c C,!,” c . . ., so that this action is given by 
triangular operators with diagonal Tr-tL-,l,V, Tz-~~-~~,“+~, . . ,_ Moreover, the first space of 
this filtration, A!“, IS invariant and is transformed by TI-ti-,L,L/. 
Let us define the space II:” consisting of continuous functions cp on S x S of parity 
(v. V) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) p is indefinitely differentiable on S#S and on I’; 
(b) for p a Taylor formula of order Ic in 11 i.s valid, i.e. there exist functions 
nj E Do,-,,(r), j = 0: 1,. . X:, such that 
(3.3) ‘p(~lL, II) = Q(s,t) + Ul(S, t)p + . . + u&t)p” + o(p”), 
uniformly with respect to (s, t) E r. Clearly D,(S x S) c II:” for any Ic. 
The representation fill,” preserves II:” and acts on the Taylor coefficients aj in a 
triangular way, namely the Taylor coefficient ?;,, j > 0, of the transformed function 
R,,.,(,q)p; {/ E G, can be expressed by means of the transformed Taylor coefficients 
fL(), . . . ) “j of the given function CF. Moreover, the diagonal of this action consists of 
the operators T--IL--II.I,: T-,,-r,-1+/--l, T-,hw-2,v-2>. . . (this is of course in accordance 
with (2.3)). 
Let us associate with I$’ the space A4:“’ 
functions cp in IILk’ 
consisting of Taylor polynomials of order Ic for 
of II;‘) on Mu 
, i.e. we throw away the last term in formula (3.3). Denote the projection 
(‘I by Tnylork:. The group G acts on M,$“’ as the restriction of R,,, to II:‘) 
with the elimination of the o(p”) terms. This action can be written by means of triangular 
operators too: from the above block matrix one has to cut a (k + 1) x (k + 1) block matrix. 
4. Fourier and Poisson transform 
We begin with recalling some material about Fourier and Poisson transforms from [7], 
Section 6. We use the S x S realization of the space X = G/H. 
The Fourier transform F,,,,, maps D(X) into D,(r) by the formula: 
(4.1) 
where :I: and (u, V) are linked as after (2.19) and the measure &(u, w) on X is 
IpI -“&L&) (locally), see [7] (1.20) and, for the global connection, [7] (1.21). The map F,,, 
intertwines U and T,,,v: F,,., U(g) = T,,,,(g) F,,,,, g E G. 
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The Poisson transform Pp,V maps D,(r) into C”(X) and is defined by an integral 
with the same kernel as (4.1): 
(piL,“g)(z) = /, (‘“;;!,$ “‘)“I g(::, t) dw(s, t), 
(with the same identifications). It intertwines T1-hrpn,v and U: U(g) P,,,,, E P,,,, 
Tl--ll--n,v(g), g E G. The operator BI1,” which intertwines T,,,,, and T1-,,+,,,, ([7] (5.5), 
(5.7)) interacts with the Poisson transform as follows: 
(4.2) P,,,, B,,, = ~(PL, u) PI-,,-n,vr 
where j(p, V) is the factor from [7] Section 6, see (6.2) and (6.3). 
Let us carry the coordinates p, (s, t) from S x S to X. Then I? (the set p = 0) becomes 
the “infinity” (boundary) of X. The Poisson transform I’, V(p has the following asymptotic 
expansion at infinity 0, -+ 0): 
(4.3) (P,‘,df)(~) - P” ~(c,~,~,,,~~)(S,t)pn’ + P”s7’--1’” fjn,,,,,,,q)(.~! ,)pTT1, 
m,=o 777,=0 
where C,,,,,,, Dp,,V,m are certain operators acting on D,,(r), in particular we have: 
(4.4) c p,v,o = Bl-,,-n,v, D,w.o = j(,l, 11) E. 
But actually, instead of (4.3), we shall need a statement which is much weaker and much 
simpler proved; it includes only terms of the first summand of (4.3) till the second summand 
does not influence the first. Namely, we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. - Zfp > T, n+l+k k E N, then we have ujhen p -+ 0: 
(P/&4(4 N PV 
I 
~((;.,“,~~)i~s,r),Tf~ + +“)}. 
nr=O 
Now consider the composition of the Fourier and Poisson transforms with the map 
1 p,y, see (2.14): 
(4.5) FL,, = F,w 0 &,.v> P’,-, ,,,, / = I,,; 0 P-,L-n,v 
and retain their names. We have 
(4.6) (F,,.,J>b> t) = (F;,,cp)(~~~ t) 
1 =- 
4 J’ 
((u, t)(“,7’))‘l’1’ (p(?L,li) d’(Ld7i; 
SXS 
where (s, t) E I? and the functions f E D(X) and cp E D,(S#S) are linked by means 
of (2.14); 
(4.7) (PLp-,,,g)(u,v) = ;l’((~~~)(s,u))-‘*-li.Yg(S.t)l/W(I:l). 
l- 
where g E D,,(r). Formula (4.6) allows to extend thle Fourier transform F,!L v to all 
functions cp in D,(S x S). 
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Our Fourier and Poisson transforms are intertwining operators: 
FL,, R,,v(d = T,w(d FL,,> g E G, 
pi-p-&” Tp+dd = R,w(d I’&-n,w g E G. 
Comparing (4.6) and (4.7) with (2.5), we see that the Fourier transform is the composition 
of the boundary operator (2.2) and the operator Q (up to a factor): 
(4.8) FL,” = i b 0 Q-p--n.v, 
and the Poisson transform is obtained when one applies the operator Q to distributions 
in A!?): 
(4.9) p&w .g = Q,,ub W). 
Formula (4.8) allows to extend the Fourier transform to some distributions, for which the 
right-hand side of (4.8) has a sense. 
The operator Y of multiplication by p, see (2.16), shifts parameters in the Fourier 
transform: 
(4.10) Fp-I,“-1 f = J’;--l,v-1 (PCP> 
where, as above, f and cp are linked by (2.14). 
Let us denote by Pp,, the image of the space ;[),(I’) under the Poisson transform 
P&,,v. Notice that it is not at all contained in D,(S x 5’). In any case, for all ,u, v 
it lies in C’“(S#S). 
The space PbL,,, is invariant with respect to R,,,. The restriction of the latter to ‘P@,+ is 
irreducible and equivalent to TG+l,V (or T-bbl--lL,V). 
The following two lemmae follow from Lemma 4..1 and (4.4). 
LEMMA 4.2. - The space ‘P@,, is contained in II,?) if and only if p < y. In that 
case we have 
(4.11) b 0 P&,v = B,+L,“- 
LEMMA 4.3. - Zf ,a < v, k E N, then pK,” c II$,“. 
The following construction is very important. 
LEMMA 4.4. - Let p -c F. Then for any function cp E II;‘) there exists a unique 
function ‘ph in P,,,, which has the same values at r as ‘p: $1, = pjr. 
ProoJ - Let us apply the operator B;:,,, = ,&I (-,U - 12, V) B-F,_,,, to a function 
qr. For the factor /? see [7] Section 6: 
(4.12) P(lu, v) = j(P, u> j(l - I-L - % v>. 
We obtain a function g E D,(I). Set (pb = PL,L-R,Vg. This is the desired function in virtue 
of (4.11). cl 
Let us draw a picture of this construction (Fig. 1). 
Let us call the function (pb E pbd,V the Poisson projection of the function cp E II:” 
and denote it also by poisIL,” cp. We can write the operator pois as follows (for (4.13) 
we use (4.2), (4.9, (4.12)): 
(4.13) PO%~CP = @-‘C-P - n, ~1 PLP-n,v B-fi-n&~(r) 
= j-yp + 1, v)p-p--nsv 13,+l,y(cplr). 





P- ‘( - cI -n, v) B _ cI- ,,. v 
* g 
(in T_ p- n, v) (in T p+1, v) 
Fig. 1 
5. Decomposition of the tensor product 
In [7] we have obtained the decomposition of the Berezin form for X = G/H. This 
form was defined on D(X). Let us transfer this result from X to S x S by means of lfi+ 
see (2.14). We will obtain a decomposition formula for our Hermitian form all.U, see (2.9), 
(2.10). Furthermore, applying what was said before (2.16), we can extend it to all functions 
cp in DD,(S x S) if cr. > T and to cp in D,(S x S) satisfying (2.16) if p < w. 
We have three cases: 
Case A. - IL E Ia. Then, by [7], Section 8, for any cp E D,(S x S), 
where w, w,,,, 3, A, A,, are given in [7] in Sections 7,7,6,8,8 respectively, and 
where F,+p, F,p are the Fourier components F,,, f, F, f for the function f(x) = 
cp(v u) P Cd++ which belongs here to L2(X), so that its Fourier components make sense, 
see [7], Section 7. 
The decomposition (5.1) solves, for 1, E IO, our problem of decomposing the 
representation R,,, acting on D,,(S x S) with respect to f3LL,y: R,,, decomposes into 
irreducible unitary representations of the continuous and the discrete series ([7], Section 5) 
the Plancherel formula is (5.1). This formula can be extended to II:‘). 
Case B. - b E Ik+i, k 2 0. Then by [7], Section 8 and by (4. lo), for any cp E DD,(S x S), 
k w(p - m, v - m) &dwt4 = c - A’,h v) 
n=O & - m, 7’ - m> 
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where [. . .] means the right-hand side of (.5.1), ,i, LJ, A’ are given in [7], Sections 6, 7, 8 
respectively and B is the intertwining operator from 173, Section 5. We have to clarify the 
appearance of the additional terms in the first sum of (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. - Let p E Ik+l, k 2 0. Then the Kestriction of the representation R,,, to 
the space Cik’ (see Section 3) is diagonalizable, which means that this space decomposes 
into a sum of irreducible invariant subspaces: 
(5.3) cik) = T/,(O) + vy + . . . + VJk), 
as we0 as CLml”’ : Chm’ = V,‘“’ + . . . + Vjm’. The restriction of R,,, to VJnL) is equivalent to 
T~-~-n+m,v+m (- T,-,,,-,). The decomposition (5.3) is orthogonal wiht respect to l?,,,,. 
Let cp be an arbitrary function in Vy (5’ x 5’). Then for each m = 0, 1: . . . , k there exists 
a distribution cm E KSrn” (the projection of ‘p on V,‘“‘) such that 
Let the distribution $ be defined by the equality: 
(5.4) cP=<o++l+.~.+~k+~; 
then this decomposition is orthogonal with respect to BP,“, and the Pythagorean theorem 
for (5.4): 
is just the decomposition (5.2). 
(k) Thus, the space D,, (S x S) has a non-trivial completion with respect to B,>, (C, has to be 
added) and on this completion the representation R,,, decomposes into two terms: one term 
decomposes into the sum of k + 1 irreducible representations T,,-,,,-,, m = 0, 1, . . . , k, 
and the other term decomposes as R,,, does in Case A. 
Proof. - See Figure 2. Let cp E TJ,,(S x S). Multiply it by p” (m = O,l,. . . , k) and 
apply the operator &-L1-~+m,v+m. We get the function 
(5.5) hn = Q-p-n+m,v+m(PrnV). 
Apply to &,, the construction of Figure 1. (with pL: u, qz’ replaced by -p--n+m, v+m, $J, 
respectively). Denote the functions g and (pb given by the construction by gm and a,. 
So @p, is the Poisson projection of &,, on ‘P-rr-n+rm,v+nL: 
(5.6) 
where 
(5.7) gm = /? (p - my u - m-’ Bp-,!,,-m($mlr), 
(5.8) hnlr = @mlr = 4~:-,,,,-,,(Pmcp), 
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p”’ q-j,, -__- c2Qp, v ___--- 
y’ 
:/: 





J / / / / 








P(v-m. v-m) .BLmnl ,,-m 
Fig. 2. 
for the latter equality, see (4.8). The mapping ‘p + ~“a),, intertwines I$+ and R-p-n,v 
and has as its image the irreducible subspace p” P-,l-ll+m,V+nL (where R-,~-n,v acts as 
T~-~l-n+m,v+m N Tfi-mq-m). 
The operator c2 (h, V) QP,V transfers this subspace p” P-PL_n+m,V+m equivariantly onto 
some subspace V,m’ c EF’. And the image of the function pm a,, is a distribution 
of the form 
(5.9) &,I = h,, 6@)(p) + . . . + ho S(p), 
so that, using (2.8), we have 
(5.10) pm @m = Q-,-n,” Inr. 
Multiply all functions in If,‘-’ by pm; 
(nL) 
then we get there where the representation Rp--m,v--m 
acts. Its restriction to pm V, continues to be equivalent to T~-~-n+m,v+,n, N T,m,v-m. 
On the other hand, when we restrict Rp-,,,-, to ArAP1,, AFJm,. . . , the representation 
TI-cL-n+n,v-m appears only when we restrict to ApJpl,, which contains already gm S(y). 
By the irreducibility, the distributions gm S(p) and p” [,, coincide up to a factor: 
(5.11) P” Im = Lgnl S(P). 
Of course, the factor depends on p, Y: X, = L(/L, v). Substitute (5.9) in (5.11) and 
use the formulae for the derivatives of the delta-function: 
pm S(j)(p) = (-1)” j(j - 1). . . (j - m + :l)~!+-~)(p), j > m, 
(5.12) pm sqp) = 0, j < m. 
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We obtain that in fact (5.9) does not contain S(j)(p) with j > m and that h, = 
(-1)” (m!)-’ X,g,. Now we set 
(5.13) 
so that 
(5.14) cm = (-1)“‘s gm l+(p) + . . , 
where . . . denotes some distribution in CLm,“-‘). 
Let us compute now the inner products in the sense of a,,, of cm with <i and ‘p. Firstly, 
for an arbitrary 4 we have by (2.9), (5.13) and (5.10): 
(5.15) 
where c = c(h, ZI). 
Let $J = ci = qi Gi) (p) + . . . + qo S(p). We may assume that i < m. By (5.12), we get 
B,,,(L, Si) = 0, i :6 m. 
Now let us take in (5.15) $I = &. By (5.11) and (5.13) we have pm& = gmS(p), so that 
(5.16) 
Substituting here (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain (c:. with (5.2)): 
(5.17) b&n, Gn) 
Finally, set in (5.15) T/J = cp, substitute here (5.6) .and carry Q to the second factor of 
the inner product, then we obtain by (5.5) and (5.8): 
4dCm: ‘p> = & bh (VP), $4 
= g bn, ‘Dmlr>r. 
m 
We see that it coincides exactly with (5.16), which proves the orthogonality of the 
decomposition (5.4). q 
Comparing the coefficients in (5.2) and (5.17), we find for A,: 
Here we have applied the simplifying relation: ,@a, E) W(CT, E) = $-, which follows 
from [7] (7.4) and (6.4). Substituting now explicit expressions for the occuring factors, 




r2(p + 1) r(2~ + 7t - 2m) 
0 P -’ ( 2p + n - m -. 1 = 
m m >J 
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where I? is the Euler gamma function and (2) is the binomial coefficient a(a - 1) . . . (o - 
m + 1)/m!. 
The meaning of the coefficients Am = A,(@, V) comes to light by the following lemma, 
which follows immediately from the definition of A,. Recall that Y is the multiplication 
by p = (u,v), see (2.11). 
LEMMA 5.2. - Let p E Ik+l, k > 0, and m = 0, 1, . . . , k. Both operators cf-Y-n,u 
am’ Y” 0 Q-p-n+m,v+m 0 Y” define equivalences of the irreducible spaces V,” and 
Pm p-p-n+m,v-nl and, therefore differ by a factor only: 
Y” 0 Q-ll-n+m,v-m 0 Y” = Xm(p, u) Qwren,” on vp). 
Case C. - p E I-k-1, k 2 0. The following kmmae and theorem follow from 
Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, in virtue of the equivalence of R,,, and R-p-%,” and 
the symmetry relation for &, see (2.6) and (2.11). 
LEMMA 5.3. - Let p E I-k-1, k 2 0, and m = 0,l. . . . , k. Then Qp,+ maps Vjrn) onto 
Pm PtL+m,“+mJ so that the spaces pm Pp+m,v+m are pair-wise orthogonal with respect to 
I3 /l,v. The image of Cr’ under Qp,v is the sum CL=,, p” Pp+m,v+m, 
LEMMA 5.4. - Let p E I-k-1, k > 0. Then the restriction of the representation R,,, to 
the spaces MLk’ (see Section 3) is diagonalizable, which means that this space decomposes 
into a sum of irreducible invariant subspaces: 
k 
Mik) = c TaYh&” Pcl.+m,v+m). 
The restriction of R,,, to Taylork (p” Pp+,,,+,) is equivalent to the representation 
T-p--n--m,v--m (which in its turn is equivalent to Tp+l+m,v+m). 
THEOREM 5.5. - Let Q, be an arbitrary function in DD,(S x S); then for each 
m = O,l,... , k there is a function 2, in p” P,l+m,v+m, the projection of @ on 
pm Pp+m.v+m, such that: 
Define 9 by the equality 
(5.18) @=.&,+...+zk+*. 
This decomposition is orthogonal with respect to l3,,, The Pythagorean theorem for (5.18) 
reads: 
~,,vP, @I = 2 ~,,vmn, zn:) + ql,vp, 9). 
m=O 
The function @, being a function in flLk’ with conditions (2.16) has the decompostion (5.1). 
Thus, the space D,(S x S) has the space flLk’ as a “completion” with respect to E?,,,. 
On this completion the representation R *,” splits into two terms, one is a sum of k + 1 
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irreducible representations Tp+l+,,,+,, m = 0, 1, . . . , k, and the other decomposes as 
R p,v did in case A. 
As to the determination of the projections Z,, we can either find them step by step: 
zo = POiSP,” @jr, 
z, = pm . pois ,l+m,v+m{P-m [a - (&I + . . . + ZmJ]}, 
or we can apply the construction of Theorem 5.1, namely, let cp = c2 Q-,l-n,v@ and 
co,... , <k its projections, see (5.14), then, by Lemma 5.2 and formula (4.9): 
z, = X,(-p - n, q-1 + pm Q~+m,v+mbd(d) 
= L(-P - 72, v)-’ .pm PLp-.n--m,y--m gm. 
Let us return to the space Dv (S#S). We shall say that it is not dense in D,, (S x S) 
with respect to B,,, if there is a non-zero function (distribution) < in the domain R,,, 
such that BP,,([: up) = 0 for all cp E D,(S#S), otherwise we shall say that it is dense in 
Dv(S x S). Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 and Case A show that D,(S#S) is dense in D,(S x S) 
for fi > F and that it is not dense for ,u < IF. In the latter case the space 
CL, P” ~kL+m,“+m~ is the orthogonal complement (if h E 1-k-1). 
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